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Next Meeting   August 21, 2017  7:00 PM 

Board Meeting   August 7, 2017  7:00 PM 
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     Sept. 18, 2017 Sunrise/Sunset 

      Nov. 20, 2017 Textures 
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            August 21, 2017 Melissa McGaw  

    Wildlife in NC 

 Field Trips 

            Oct. 21, 2017 Destination to be 

    Announced 

 Workshops 

            To be Announced      

More PhotoShow 

Photos Page 4 

1st Place — Gary Gorby 
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President’s Comments—August 2017 

Len Barnard 

  

WOW 
 

As I start on my President’s article about our Club’s activity, I can only think 
of one word, “WOW!” 

If you were not at our last PhotoShow, you missed a great experience. First 
and foremost, we had the largest attendance yet, strictly with members and 
not counting guests. We gained three new members. (More information else-
where in the Newsletter)  

This was the second time that Dave Dulaney was the judge for our PhotoShow 
entries. At the start he gave our Club a great compliment, “the improvement in 
the quality of your images has grown substantially” and “Greensboro doesn’t 
have anything to compare to this.” (our club) Also, in my opinion, he is 100% 
correct in saying our photography skills have improved.  I do not think at any 
point in the past we have had so many great images.  

As you know, I believe we need publicity to reach the full community for us to 
grow. Well, that publicity has recently materialized in a different fashion. 
Members of our Club have recently been contacted to be interviewed or to 
write an article for “Go Triad” of the Greensboro News & Record newspaper 
and a new magazine in Burlington, “Alamance Living”.  I am not sure when 
the Go Triad article will be published but the Alamance Living article will be in 
the September issue. 

There was substantial information announced by the respective Chairs that 
you will find elsewhere in our Newsletter. However, at the end of our meeting, 
I try to have a question and answer session—sometimes I forget and other times 
we are tight on time. This time it was one of the best group discussions and in-
terchanges of ideas we have had. I have already written this up for use at our 
next APC Board meeting.  

 

Len Barnard      

APC President 

Email: lencarole@gmail.com 

Phone:   336-270-3194 

mailto:lencarole@gmail.com
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 President  Len Barnard 

 1st & 2nd    V/P  and  Mike King 
Program Chairs Debbie Chandler 

 Secretary  Carole Barnard 

 Treasurer  Nancy Jacobus 

 PhotoShow Chair Ivan Baez   
 Co-Chair  Herbert House 

 Outings/Field Trips Hugh Comfort 
  

 Workshop Chair Tracy Harbour 

 Publicity Chair  Bob Finley 

 Exhibit Chair  Sandra Whitesell 

 Editor   Ray Munns 

 Membership Chair Carole Barnard 

 Twin Lakes Rep. Len Barnard  

 Web Master  Jennifer Arrington 

 Past President  David Long  

Save the Date—October 21 

We will have a field trip on October 21st 
Destination to be announced later 

 

Hugh Comfort—Outings/Field Trip Chair 

Solar Eclipse—August 21st
 

Mark your calendars for August 21, 2017, when there will be a total eclipse of the 

sun traversing the middle of the United States. Western NC and central SC will be 

our closest encounter for the full eclipse. There are many articles on the web about 

photographing a solar eclipse, including those listed below. These are different 

from those in the July issue. Check it out. It doesn’t happen often this close to us. 

 https://digital-photography-school.com/how-photograph-solar-eclipse/?

utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DigitalPhotographySchool+%

28Digital+Photography+School%29 

 https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/solar-observing/ci/33818/N/3583558376/sba 

 

https://digital-photography-school.com/how-photograph-solar-eclipse/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+DigitalPhotographySchool+(Digital+Photography+School)
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-photograph-solar-eclipse/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+DigitalPhotographySchool+(Digital+Photography+School)
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-photograph-solar-eclipse/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+DigitalPhotographySchool+(Digital+Photography+School)
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/solar-observing/ci/33818/N/3583558376/sba
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July PhotoShow Winners 

2nd Place—JP Lavoie 

Honorable Mention—Herbert House 

Honorable Mention—Don Myles 

Honorable Mention—Gary Gorby 

3rd Place—Ivan Baez 
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2017 Field Trips, Exhibits Plus Vacation , Day-

cation  Photos = Christmas Slide Show 

As we get into 2017 with our Field Trip Photos, Exhibits and the many vaca-

tions that will be taken by our members, please use the following guidelines to 

submit your images: 

A)  Field Trips   

Please submit 5 of your best photos to Len Barnard. This limitation is re-

quested due to the high probability of duplications of the same subject. 

B)  Vacations and Daycations  

For the vacation--daycation portion please submit 10-15 images from each 

vacation or daycation.  

C)  Exhibits 

Please submit a digital image for use in Christmas Program as you give 

Sandra your title information.  

Guidelines for all Images submitted:  

For all submitted images above, please resize so you can send by one email. I 

do not want an extra 500-600 emails with individual photos. A requested 

minimum resolution of 1024 pixels on the long side is desirable.  

I cannot handle photos sent via Google Drive or Drop Box. 

No need to change the number or title as that will not be shown as part of 

your image.  

For all Outings, Vacations & Daycations please advise the locations where 

the photos were taken.   

Please do not combine Field Trips, Vacations and Daycations in same email. 

Please send your photos to Len Barnard (lencarole56@gmail.com) for the 

Christmas slide show.  

Receipt will be acknowledged.  

Sending your images shortly after they are taken, or at least prior to No-

vember 1st, would be appreciated. Please do not wait until the last minute 

to submit.   

Len Barnard 
Phone: 336-270-3194 
Email:  lencarole56@gmail.com   

mailto:lencarole56@gmail.com
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 August 21st Program 
 

In August Melissa McGaw will be our guest speaker. Now in her 23rd year as photographer for Wildlife in 

North Carolina magazine, Melissa can’t wait to get to work each day. She combines her job and her hob-

by into a daily adventure, photographing fishermen, hunters and animals. She might be on the coast at 

dawn and in an aircraft headed for a mountain assignment in the afternoon. Melissa plans her work to 

make the best use of her time. Before she leaves the office she has a vision in her mind of what she 

wants to photograph and how to do it. When she can, she writes an outline of what photos she needs to 

best express what the story writer wants to communicate. And then she goes and gets the job done.  

Melissa grew up in Raleigh and began photography when she was 12. 

She majored in fine arts at Meredith College, worked a couple of 

years as a commercial advertising photographer, and then jumped at 

the chance to be a wildlife photographer. She advises photographers 

to know their equipment and then concentrate on lighting and com-

position. 

Alamance Photography Club encourages photographers of every skill 

level, as well as those who just enjoy beautiful photographs, to attend 

their meetings and, who knows, perhaps join them each month in 

their love of capturing beautiful memories to share with friends and 

family. 

MEMBERSHIP MEMO 

BY: Carole 

We welcomed to the Club three new members at our July meeting. GENE and JO-
ANNE LENTZ joined as a family membership and DON MYLES, a single membership.  
We now have a total of 58 members.  Our new members this year are a group of enthu-
siastic photographers and we are pleased to have them on board! 

I am still smiling as I think back on the amazing entries in the July PhotoShow on the 
subject of “Weather”.  As each image appeared on the big screen, I could hear “WOW” 
and “What a Shot” and many other comments from the room full of members.  If you 
did not attend, you missed the best PhotoShow we have had according to several 
comments from the crowd.  

Carole Barnard 
Phone: 336-270-3194 
Email: lencarole56@gmail.com 
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In our recent poll of what our members wanted 

from our club, one of those “wants” was to have a 

workshop on how to use Photoshop Elements. I 

use Photoshop Elements and am a true believer in 

Elements. I have used many versions including 

Photoshop CS-3. (Photoshop CS-3 is more for the 

graphic artist in my opinion.) In years past I have 

taken several online courses to learn how to use 

Photo Elements Editing software. All online clas-

ses required me to spend 6 weeks doing 2 lessons 

per week—12 lessons in total. Since each lesson 

requires 2-3 hours of study on the computer, I 

have been unable to even slightly find a way to  

cover anything worthwhile in a 2-3 hour weekend 

workshop! In addition, each person would be re-

quired to have their own computer with Elements 

installed. 

 

Alas, the internet came to the Rescue again!!! 

With a little searching I found the link below: 

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop-elements/

tutorials.html 

I have not completely reviewed the entire course but just from a quick review, 

it has already taught me things I did not know and I plan to use in the future. 

Now if you have Elements 14 or earlier, do not feel you must go out and buy 

Elements 15 that they reference. Except for a few points, you will never see 

the difference between your version and what is used in their tutorial.  

In fact, if you are currently using Elements, this could be a quick reference or 

refresher on a point that you (maybe) and I (for sure) have forgotten. 

Len Barnard, Phone 336-270-3194    Email: lencarole56@gmail.com 

Photoshop Elements Tutorial — Len 

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop-elements/tutorials.html
https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop-elements/tutorials.html
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Guidelines for the 2017 APC Exhibit 

at the Paramount 
 

Address:  128 E. Front Street, Burlington, NC  

Date:  October 12, 2017 to December 5, 2017 

Drop off date & time   Tuesday, October 10, 2017    12:00—2:00PM  

Pick up date & time   Wednesday, December 6, 2017    12:00 –2:00PM    

Reception date & time  Friday, October 20, 2017    7 PM to 9 PM 

Exhibit Guideline:  All images to be exhibited must be either matted and framed, or on canvas or on 

metal. They must also be properly wired (no saw tooth hangers) for hanging.   

Size Requirements:  Prefer 16 X 20 matted and framed or on canvas 16 X 20 or larger.  If you have 

viewed exhibits at the Paramount you know the large walls suit larger images. There is a limited amount 

of space suitable for smaller images, so a limited number of 12 X 16 matted and framed and 11 X 14 can-

vas will be accepted. Please confirm availability of space with Sandra Whitesell.  

Identification:  Each item for exhibit must have a label on the back with the following: Photographer’s 

Name, Title of Image, Medium, and Price.   

Title Card Information:  You must provide to Sandra by 9-30-2017 the Title card information as per the 

following information so labels can be prepared—Photographers Name, Title of Image, Medium and 

Price. This should also include the size for verification of size accepted. Sandra must also provide this in-

formation to Alamance Arts by 10-4-2017.  

Digital Image:  When you send your Title Information to Sandra, please send a digital image to her 

(sandracecil65@bellsouth.net) and Len Barnard. (lencarole56@gmail.com) These digital images will be 

used in the Christmas program and may also be used as part of our Exhibit Publicity.  

Number of images:  Each member will be allowed to exhibit two (2) images. If you want to exhibit more 

than two, please advise Sandra and depending upon space available, you may be allowed to exhibit more 

than the two.  We think there will be space to handle 50 or more images.  

Pricing:  For pricing your image, plan on paying a commission of 20% if sold.  

 

Thank you, 

Sandra Whitesell, Exhibit Chairman 

mailto:sandracecil65@bellsouth.net
mailto:lencarole56@gmail.com
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Travel Photography Workshop 
By Daniel Walker 

An award-winning photographer will present a free workshop on travel pho-
tography exclusively for Alamance Arts members August 23 at 5:30 p.m. at the 
Captain White House. Our club falls under the umbrella of Alamance Arts. 

A native of Alamance County, Daniel Walker has been a photographer for 
more than 45 years.  He has published extensively including being selected as 
a winner in Life Magazine World Photographic Contest.  Over the last ten 
years, Mr. Walker has served as a contributing columnist for a Mid-Atlantic 
magazine, writing and photographing restaurants. 

Walker is a graduate of Eastern Alamance High School and holds a B.S. degree 
from Appalachian State University and a M.B.A. degree from the University of 
Richmond. 

Teaching has been a part of Walker’s career.  Along with his regular duties as 
Chief Financial Officer for a major electric utility, he has taught seminars in Ire-
land, Portugal, Germany, and Virginia Commonwealth University, College of 
William & Mary, University of Virginia, and Duke. 

The objective of the Travel Photography Workshop is to enhance your travel 
experience through photography.  Stopping to take pictures and search for 
good images turns travel into a more fulfilling experience.  Items discussed in 
the workshop will apply whether the traveler is using a regular camera or 
smart phone.  Subjects covered will be: 

 How to capture great shots. 

 How to select the right camera for your trip. 

 Steps to take to improve shot selection and image quality. 

 How to protect images while traveling. 

 How to process your images for impact. 

 How to share your images with friends and family. 
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An Offer 
I know having photos matted and framed commercially can get very expensive. That is why I 

do my own.  I buy my frames when they are on sale (40-50% off). If I need a double mat, I 

put the colored inner mat on via my computer. 

If you are interested, I will do a one-on-one with you while we cut your mat. Below, I give 

you instructions on how to add the inner mat to your photo using Elements.  

Requirements:  

1. Your image printed to size desired so as to allow your correct mat border. 

2. Mat board purchased the color desired. Call me to discuss size to have it precut. 

3. Purchase the frame that you plan to use. I would suggest that you buy it with the glass 

included to save money.   

4. Backing board to give support to image. 

Len Barnard, Phone 336-270-3194, Email: lencarole56@gmail.com  

Simulating a Double Mat 

Since we have our next exhibit scheduled October 2017, I felt it would be helpful and beneficial to our mem-

bers to allow them to save money on their matting and framing cost. These instructions are for Photoshop 

Elements. 

1.   Open image in Photoshop Elements. 

2.   Go to Image and resize to match simulated inner mat cutout. 

3.   Go to Image/Canvas Size, add 1 inch* to the Width and Height and set Canvas extension color to White. 

(For a small print with a border, I would suggest .500 inch added.) 

4.   Go to Select/All. 

5.   Go to Edit, Stroke. Set Width to 130 pixels* for large print. 

For a small print (4 x 6) try different pixels—I suggest 65 pixels. 

Set Color to color desired for simulated inner mat. 

Set Location to Inside. 

6.    Cut the real outer mat opening width and height 3/4* inch greater than the simulated inner mat cutout 

(#2). 

7.  Carefully align print to the cutout on the back of the real outer mat and secure with tape.  

*Dimensions above will simulate a 1/4 inch exposed inner mat with a 450 bevel cut with 3/32 inch mat board 

when printing at 300 ppi. Other dimensions can be used as desired. 

mailto:lencarole56@gmail.com
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 AEB OR AUTO EXPOSURE BRACKET-
ING 

 APERTURE 
 APERTURE PRIORITY 

 AUTOFOCUS POINTS 
 BACK-BUTTON FOCUS 
 BOKEH 
 BULB MODE 

 BURNING 
 CHIMPING 
 CHROMATIC ABERRATION 

 CLIPPING OR THE BLINKIES 
 COMPOSITION 
 CROP SENSOR 

 DEPTH OF FIELD 
 DODGING 
 DSLR 

 DYNAMIC RANGE 
 EXPOSURE 

 EXPOSURE COMPENSATION 
 F-Stop or F-Number 
 FILL FLASH 

 FULL-FRAME 
 HISTOGRAM 
 HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE 

 ISO 
 JPG/JPEG 
 KELVIN 

 KIT LENS 
 LENS FLARE 
 MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY 
 MEGAPIXELS 

 MICRO FOUR THIRDS 
 MIRRORLESS CAMERAS 
 NEUTRAL DENSITY OR ND FILTER 

 NIFTY FIFTY 
 NOISE 
 PIXEL PEEPING 

 PRIME OR FIXED FOCAL LENGTH 
LENS 

 PROGRAM MODE 
 RAW FORMAT 

 REAR-CURTAIN SYNC 
 REMOTE TRIGGERS 
 SENSOR 
 SHOOTING WIDE OPEN 

 SHUTTER 
 SHUTTER PRIORITY 
 SOOC 

 SPEEDLIGHT 
 SYNC SPEED 
 TELEPHOTO LENS 

 TTL AND E-TTL FLASH METERING 
 VIGNETTE 
 WEATHER SEALED 

 WHITE BALANCE 
 WIDE-ANGLE LENS 

Nancy Jacobus forwarded the following website. It has a list of definitions, some of which 

you may find useful. Each defined topic is listed below. Check it out! 

https://digital-photography-school.com/dps-ultimate-guide-photography-terms-glossary-

words/ 

Photo buddies Herbert House and John Harwood recently 

got out to get some summer photos. Below on the left is a 

beautiful cloud formation that John got. Herbert shot the 

lovely sunflower at the right. Would love for other buddies 

to share photos in our newsletter! 

https://digital-photography-school.com/dps-ultimate-guide-photography-terms-glossary-words/
https://digital-photography-school.com/dps-ultimate-guide-photography-terms-glossary-words/
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Fill Flash 
Lightening dark shadows by “filling them in” with light from your Speedlite is a technique that comes in 

handy with subjects that are heavily backlit or have dark shadows cast by direct sunlight. It’s also easy— 

your camera’s flash auto-exposure system will automatically provide just enough light to fill in the shad-

ows without overpowering the ambient light. That said, here are a few tips and options for avoiding po-

tential problems and making sure you get exactly the effect you want. 

ISO settings for fill flash in bright daylight: You should 

ideally set your camera to a low ISO (100-200). A 

higher ISO may cause the shutter speed to be too 

high for normal flash sync. 

Activate High Speed Sync on your Speedlite: Your 

camera normally can shoot flash pictures at shutter 

speeds up to anywhere from 1/180th to 1/250th of a 

second, depending on camera model. In bright sun-

light however, even 1/250 may be too slow to pre-

vent an over-exposed background. If you activate 

High Speed Sync on your Speedlite, the camera will 

be able to set any shutter speed it needs to and still 

work with flash. Just bear in mind that High Speed Sync reduces flash output, so you’ll need to be fairly 

close to your subject any time you’re using a shutter speed faster than your camera’s normal maximum 

flash sync speed. 

Camera exposure mode: You can use any automatic exposure mode, even the full auto, and achieve bal-

anced fill-flash. The camera will automatically try to balance the ambient light and light from your flash. If 

you prefer to use shutter priority or aperture priority modes and the camera cannot properly expose the 

ambient light, you’ll see a blinking aperture number or shutter speed indication in your viewfinder — just 

set a different speed or aperture, depending on the mode you’re in, until it stops blinking. 

Flash Exposure Compensation: If the amount of fill looks too bright to you (the shadows look too light), 

use flash exposure compensation to dial it down a bit. I find -1.5 stops to be “just right.” 

If flash-fill appears to have no effect at all, you may need to move closer to your subject. To be specific, 

you need to reduce the flash-to-subject distance. Zooming-in will have no effect. 

Flash-fill can be tricky in mixed lighting. The color temperature of your Speedlite may be noticeably cooler 

than the ambient light. Canon and other companies offer CTO (color tone orange) filters you can place 

over the Speedlite reflector to provide a closer match to indoor tungsten lighting. And yes, your Speedlite 

will automatically adjust to provide the correct exposure. 

http://learn.usa.canon.com/resources/blogs/2013/20131209_stoner_highspeedsync_blog.shtml
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Why Knowing Manual is Essential for 

Photography Success 

By David Johnston 

I’ve had the pleasure of talking to a lot of photographers in a lot of different photo indus-
tries. I thought that the best way to find my place in the photography world was to try eve-
ry field and stay in the field where I felt at home.  

I remember one distinct conversation with a wedding photographer who revealed that he 
wasn’t comfortable with shooting in manual mode with his camera and that he actually 
shot the majority of his weddings in automatic. A lack of confidence and knowledge of his 
camera and people were paying him a lot of money to shoot their wedding. What?!  

That may be alright for wedding photographers (maybe), but is that any sort of excuse for 
outdoor photography? No! It is essential to learn how to shoot in manual if you want to 
take fantastic outdoor photographs.  

Ah, I can already hear some of the people reading this and exclaiming that there are better 
ways to shoot in the field. For example, aperture priority will allow you to choose the aper-
ture that you want to shoot in and your camera will automatically balance the other settings 
for you to put your light meter in the appropriate position.  

Sure, that’s a great way to shoot a nice sunset shot easily or go out to shoot some wildlife 
at three o’clock in the afternoon. However, what happens when you want to shoot some-
thing very specific such as the Milky Way rising behind a pulsing lighthouse? Can your 
camera continue to balance the settings mid-shot as the lighthouse pulses and you’re trying 
to gather light from the sky in the background? Not likely.  
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Why Knowing Manual is Essential for Photography Success . . . Continued 

Let’s look at that other example. It is elk rutting season and you’ve relied on your aperture 
priority to allow you to shoot stellar wildlife photography during early evening when 
there’s plenty of light. But, the elk have been more active right before the sun rises. Can 
your aperture priority provide you enough power to shoot the elk in low light? Probably, 
but your shutter speed is going to be extremely slow, causing your to have blurry images. 
Manual mode knowledge would have fixed that!  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here’s my point. Have you ever been in a situation where you didn’t feel like you were in 
full control of your camera and knew what settings to use to shoot the scene best? Have 
you ever felt limited by your knowledge and expertise of using the aperture, shutter, and 
ISO together? Everyone who is a great in photography has been through that, so there’s no 
shame in being in that place.  

 

https://d2culxnxbccemt.cloudfront.net/pop/content/uploads/2017/06/20160023/manual-mode-1.jpg
https://d2culxnxbccemt.cloudfront.net/pop/content/uploads/2017/06/20160023/manual-mode-1.jpg
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Why Knowing Manual is Essential for Photography Success . . . Continued 

When I first began in outdoor photography, I was determined to master manual mode be-
cause there were so many photos that I had seen that I wanted to be able to shoot. Star 
trails, for one, made my imagination explode! I needed to learn manual to shoot star trail 
images.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So, to learn manual I would think about how I would use the aperture, shutter, and ISO to 
shoot every situation I was in. If I was waiting to be seated in a restaurant I would think 
about what I would do to balance the light in the room. Even while I was looking at some 
of my favorite photographer’s work, I would try and guess the settings they used before 
looking at the actual values.  

Soon enough, seeing the available light and knowing the settings to use became second na-
ture to me. It became easier to envision images in my mind and reproduce them using my 
camera. You’ll be amazed at the creative opportunities that await you in manual mode. 

 

 

https://d2culxnxbccemt.cloudfront.net/pop/content/uploads/2017/06/20160031/manual-mode-2.jpg
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Take Photos like the Pros - Easy Techniques for 

Great Composition 
 

When we look at our favorite photographs or paintings, we might not notice where our eye is drawn, 

how close we are to the subject, what's in focus, and other details that make up an appealing picture — 

somehow it just instinctively feels right. These and other visual elements balance and work together be-

hind the scenes to create a beautiful image. But with a little bit of background, we'll be able to identify 

exactly what these elements are — and learn how a few image composition basics can make your photo-

graphs shine in surprising and unconventional ways. 

Photographers and other artists before them have used these techniques for centuries, sometimes fol-

lowing and sometimes breaking the rules for different effects. To spot good composition, find some pho-

tographs you like and think about why you like them. Why do they work so well?  How are the different 

elements set out? How is the photograph divided up? What is the focal point? How are patterns used? 

This guide will help you notice the different elements that make up good composition, and introduce you 

to techniques that will help you produce professional-looking photographs of your own. 

 

The Rule of Thirds 

Many tricks used to produce good composition have been worked out over time, and the Rule of Thirds 

is no exception. Long before the camera was invented, painters discovered that the way they divided up 

their canvas, and how they placed different elements on it, affected the composition. They discovered 

the Rule of Thirds. 

So, what is it? Think of a photograph divided into nine equal parts – or a grid consisting of three rows and 

three columns. This divides the image into horizontal and vertical thirds with four lines (two running up 

and down, and two across) — and creates four points where those lines intersect. 

 

All these markers can be used as guides to improve 

composition. Many DSLR cameras will help you by 

displaying this grid in the viewfinder. When you use 

the Rule of Thirds, you simply line up the main ele-

ments of your photograph within the thirds, on the 

grid lines, or at the points where the lines intersect. 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 

For example, when you take a photograph of a landscape, instead of placing the horizon in the middle, 

try lining it up with one of the lines that run a third of the way up, or down, the image. Try the same thing 

with the tops of buildings or mountains, and you'll instantly notice an improvement in composition. 

You can also use the Rule of Thirds in still life and portraits. Rather than placing the subject in the middle 

of your shot, try shifting it up or down, or off-center. Center key features or focal points at one of the 

points where the grid lines intersect. 

Complex compositions will use the Rule of Thirds both horizontally and vertically. The photograph will 

have a good balance of elements, and it will just 'feel right,' even when it's based on a tried and tested 

rule. 

 

Framing 

When you take a photograph, your viewfinder acts like a frame. By moving it around you can decide what 

is included in an image, and what is left out. Framing effects can be subtle or bold, and you can even cre-

ate frames within a frame — another great way to create a solid composition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  

If you are shooting outdoors, look carefully at the scene in front of you. What can you see? Perhaps the 

trees in a forest create a natural archway, or there is a ruined building in a landscape. Can any of these 

elements be used to create a frame? Using your viewfinder, look for ways to frame your shot. Use the 

branches of the trees or a window in the ruined building to frame the view beyond.  

You can also create interesting photographs indoors by creating a frame around people and objects. Try 

looking at your subject through a doorframe, or frame them in a mirror. Experiment and have fun! 
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 

Perspective 

It took painters hundreds of years to learn how to show 3D perspective on a 2D surface, but once they 

discovered it, they developed it into one of the best tools for producing powerful compositions. Luckily, 

when we take photographs, we don't need to worry about creating perspective, since the camera does it 

for us. But we can use it to make our compositions stronger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  

Perspective shows how the size of an object changes relative to distance. Think about how large buildings 

or mountains look small when they are far away. Or, how a street gets narrower as it extends away from 

you, even though it's the same width along its length. 

 

 

 

 

The classic tourist photo of a person "holding up" the Leaning 

Tower of Pisa is a fun example of how we can play with perspec-

tive. Try experimenting with perspective in both natural and man

-made settings, mixing giant close-up objects with tiny faraway 

ones. 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 

Leading Lines 
Leading lines are closely connected to perspective, and guide our eye through a photograph to a focal 

point nearby or in the distance. It is so instinctive to let these lines lead our gaze when viewing a photo-

graph that we often don't realize it's happening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  

Once you start to notice leading lines in your surroundings, you'll see them everywhere — in the city, out 

in nature, and even at home. A line of buildings might lead your eye to a person at the end of the street, 

or a path winding up a hill might draw your gaze to a castle at the top. 

Leading lines can also be subtle. Think of a row of sunflowers in a field, or glasses lined up on a tabletop. 

As you use them in your own photographs, also remember that they don’t always have to be straight — 

leading lines can be curves and zig-zags too. 

Focus 
Experimenting with focus in your photography is another fun way to learn more about good composition.  

Try taking a photograph of an object, like a statue. If the photograph is evenly focused, the statue might 

get lost amongst all the other elements. But, if the statue is in focus and the background is blurry, the 

viewer will focus on the statue.  This will create a strong composition, especially if the statue has been 

placed using the Rule of Thirds, or it has been set in the foreground to enhance a sense of perspective. 

 

 

Photo Credit: 
Rudy Winston  
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 

Patterns 

Once you've mastered leading lines, the next step is to look out for and use patterns. Patterns are every-

where and they produce bold compositions. They can be manmade or natural, big or small. In landscapes, 

look for the patterns made by fields in farmland or by shadows on a forest floor. To improve your photog-

raphy in cities, keep an eye out for things like scaffolding poles creating grid patterns, or the patterns 

made by windows on an apartment block. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  

Indoors, you can find patterned lines as apparent as bathroom tiles, or as subtle as the edges of framed 

images on cereal boxes lined up in a supermarket. Even the buttons on a remote control create inter-

esting patterns. 

The toughest part of using these patterns in composition is noticing them in the first place. Once you spot 

one, use other techniques, like leading lines and framing, to enhance it. Let the pattern fill the whole 

shot, or contrast a patterned area with something plain. 

 

Point of View 

Now is a good time to think about your favorite photographs or paintings again. What point of view has 

the photographer or artist used to create the image? As a viewer, do you feel like you are high up and 

looking down on a scene? Are you looking straight on? Or, are you below an object and looking up at it? 

This is point of view. 

When we start taking photographs, we tend to do so from our own eye level. But, when we shoot an ob-

ject from below, or move to higher ground and look down a landscape, it changes our point of view. 
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 
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In nature, try looking up through a canopy of trees or down on a river from a hillside. You can even lie on 

the ground and look up at a flower to make it appear enormous against the sky above. For street scenes, 

look around for taller structures. Is there a rooftop or a bridge that you can access? How does it change 

the composition when you look down on the people in the street below? 

 

 

 

 

Or flip it around the other way – get down low and look 

up. You might feel silly crouching down on a busy street, 

but when you see the power of point of view in your final 

composition, it'll be worth a little embarrassment behind 

the lens. 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  
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Easy Techniques for Great Composition . . . Continued 

The Power of Color 

Bold colors make images pop, but as a compositional tool, they're only a piece of the equation. Subtle col-

ors can play an equally important role, creating a calm, reflective mood. As you frame your shot, think 

about how you can use these qualities to influence a viewer’s impression. 

When you're out taking photos, look for blocks or splashes of color. Perhaps you encounter a row of 

houses with red roof tiles or a field of dazzling yellow sunflowers – let these colors dominate your shot to 

create a powerful composition. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Eric Stoner  

 

You can also use color contrasts to position people or objects within a composition. A vivid green chair 

will stand out against a white wall and a bright pink flower will pop against a blue sky. Capturing a tiny 

burst of color in an otherwise muted scene is another great way to compose your images for maximum 

effect. Remember that colors like red, yellow and orange are warm, and blues and greens are cooler. Stick 

to one range to produce a specific mood or mix them up for a composition with dramatic contrast. 

Though good composition might mean following the rules at first, once you master the 

basic techniques and train your eye, you'll learn when to break the mold to create stun-

ning images whenever you're behind the camera. 

Rm 


